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In this paper, we study the number of representations of polynomials of the ring
Fq[T] by diagonal quadratic forms
A1Y 21+ } } } +As Y
2
s , (Q)
where A1 , ..., As are given polynomials and Y1 , ..., Ys are polynomials subject to
satisfying the most restrictive degree conditions. When A1 , ..., As are pairwise
coprime, and s5, we use the ordinary circle method; when A1 , ..., A4 are pairwise
coprime we adapt Kloosterman’s method to the polynomial case and we get an
asymptotic estimate for the number R(A1 , ..., As ; M) of representations of a poly-
nomial M as a sum(Q). We also deal with the particular case s=4, A1=A2=D,
A3=A4=1, where D is a square-free polynomial. In this particular case, the
number R(A1 , ..., A4 ; M) is the number of representations of M as a sum of two
norms of elements of the quadratic extension Fq[T](- &D) satisfying the most
restrictive degree conditions.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Let q be a power of an odd prime number p and let Fq be the finite field
with q elements. Sums of squares in Fq[T] are well-known. According to
Serre’s theorem, if q3, every polynomial M # Fq[T] admits a representa-
tion as a sum
M=M21+M
2
2+M
2
3 ,
where M1 , M2 , M3 are polynomials of degree less than or equal to n, and
if q=3, the same result is true for polynomials M of degree 4. A proof
of this may be found in Section 1.2 of [10]. In [57] one can find formulas
giving the number of representations of a polynomial in Fq[T] as a sum
of s squares, but, in these representations the most restrictive degree con-
ditions are not required. For s3, the circle method gives asymptotic
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estimates for the number \(s, M) of representations of a polynomial
M # Fq[T] as a sum
M=M21+ } } } +M
2
s ,
M1 , ..., Ms being polynomials satisfying the most restrictive degree conditions:
for i=1, ..., s, deg Min if deg M # [2n, 2n&1].
cf. [4]. One also makes use of a theta function to get an estimate for the
number \(s, M) for even s, cf. [14]. A natural generalization of this
problem is the question of the existence of representations of polynomials
M # Fq[T] as sums
M=A1M21+ } } } +AsM
2
s , (0.1)
A1 , ..., As being fixed polynomials, polynomials M1 , ..., Ms satisfying the
most restrictive degree conditions, that is to say, for i=1, ..., s,
deg Mimi if deg M&deg Ai # [2mi , 2mi&1]. (0.2)
According to [10], we shall say that a representation (0.1) satisfying condi-
tions (0.2) is a strict representation. The case where deg A1= } } } =
deg As=0 has been studied in [8] and [9]. It is very similar to the case
where A1= } } } =As=1 for which stronger results have been found (cf.
[4]). Without additional hypotheses on the polynomials A1 , ..., As , there
exist infinitely many polynomials M for which (0.1) has no solution what-
ever the degree conditions are. Obviously, if A1 , ..., As are not coprime,
a common divisor to A1 , ..., As divides any M satisfying (0.1). If D{1 is a
common divisor to A1 , ..., As&1 and does not divide As , if As* is such that
AsAs*#1 mod D, and if M is a polynomial such that (0.1) has a solution,
then As*M is a square mod D. So, in general, we shall suppose that
A1 , ..., As are pairwise coprime. If A1 and A2 are coprime polynomials and
if M # Fq[T] admits a representation as a sum
M=A1M21+A2M
2
2 ,
then
A1M=A21M
2
1+A1 A2M
2
2 .
When &A1A2 is not a square in Fq[T], A1M is a norm in the extension
Fq[T](- &A1 A2) of Fq[T]. We know that infinitely many polynomials
are not norms in this extension. If &A1A2 is a square in Fq[T], and if
M=A1M21+A2M
2
2
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is a strict representation, then there exist polynomials Y and Z such that
A1M=YZ, with deg Yn, deg Zn, where n is the integer defined by
the condition deg(A1M ) # [2n, 2n&1]. By [3], we know that there are
infinitely many polynomials A1M without this property. So, we limit us to
the case s3.
If A1 , ..., A4 are coprime, polynomials M admitting representations (0.1)
are requested to satisfy additional conditions. We do not deal with this case
here, but we treat only the easy case A1=A2=D, where D is a square-free
polynomial, A3=A4=1. This case is interesting for, if M # Fq[T] admits
a representation as a sum
M=A1M21+ } } } +A4M
2
4=DM
2
1+DM
2
2+M
2
3+M
2
4 ,
then M is a sum of two norms in the extension Fq[T](- &D) of Fq[T].
Although getting the existence of strict representations in the case s5
and a lower bound for the number of these representations is an immediate
consequence of the case s=4, we shall deal directly with the case s5, for
it is the simplest case. The case deg A1= } } } =deg As=0 being close to the
case A1= } } } =As=1 which has been studied in [4], we shall suppose
that at least one polynomial among A1 , ..., As , is not a constant. Using the
circle method we get asymptotic estimates for the number of solutions of
Eq. (0.1) subject to the conditions (0.2). For the case s=4, we adapt
Kloostermann’s method, cf. [12], to the polynomial case. Our main results
are the following theorems.
Theorem 1. Let s5 and let A1 , ..., As be pairwise coprime polynomials.
Then, any polynomial M whose degree is large enough admits a strict
representation as a sum
M=A1M21+ } } } +AsM
2
s . (0.1)
Moreover, if R(A1 , ..., As ; M)=R(M) denotes the number of these represen-
tations, then,
R(M)>>q(s&2) deg(M)2, (0.2)
the constant implied by the symbol >> only depending on q, A1 , ..., As .
Theorem 2. Let A1 , ..., A4 be pairwise coprime polynomials. Then, any
polynomial M whose degree is large enough admits a strict representation as
a sum
M=A1M21+ } } } +AsM
2
4 . (0.3)
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Moreover, if R(A1 , ..., A4 ; M) denotes the number of these representations,
then
R(A1 , ..., A4 ; M)>>
qdeg(M)
log(deg M)
, (0.4)
the constant implied by the symbol >> only depending on q, A1 , ..., A4 .
Theorem 3. Let D be a square-free polynomial. Then, any polynomial M
which is coprime to D and whose degree is large enough admits a strict
representation as a sum of two norms in the extension Fq[T](- &D) of
Fq[T]. The same result is valid for polynomials M such that (&1P)=1 for
any irreducible divisor P of (D, M).
I. BACKGROUND
I.1. Notation.
In the following, the word polynomial will always be used for a polyno-
mial in the ring A=Fq[T]. The set of monic polynomials will be denoted
by M, the set of monic irreducible polynomials will be denoted by I. We
shall denote by An the set of polynomials of A whose degree is less than or
equal to n.
Let H be a non-zero polynomial. The set of polynomials whose degree
is less than deg(H ) will be identified with the set of congruence classes
modulo H and denoted by CH ; the set of the invertible classes in CH will
be denoted by C*H . We denote by 8 the Euler function on A (8(H ) is the
number of elements in the set C*H ).
The Legendre symbol (-) is defined on A as it is defined on Z. If P is an
irreducible polynomial and if A is a polynomial coprime to P, then (AP)
is 1 (resp., &1) if A is (resp., is not) a square mod P. The function ( } P)
is similar to the classical Legendre symbol. This symbol satisfies a quad-
ratic reciprocity law, cf. [17, Chap. 14], and extends to all pairs of poly-
nomials by (AQQ$)=(AQ)(AQ$). The map Q  (AQ) has the usual
properties of the quadratic character.
We denote by K the field Fq(T ). Among all valuations of the field K, we
consider the infinite valuation &=& defined by
& \AB+=deg B&deg A
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for each pair (A, B) of non-zero polynomials. The completion K of K for
this valuation may be identified to the field of Laurent series Fq((T&1)), the
valuation & extending to non-zero series in K by
& \ :
+
s=&
asXs+=&Sup[r # Z | ar{0].
We associate to the infinite valuation &=& the absolute value | | defined
by
|:|=q&&(a) if a{0, |0|=0.
We shall denote by | | this absolute value because the context permits us
to distinguish it from the ordinary real absolute value which will also be
used.
If u # K , and if u=+s=& usT
s, we put Res(u)=u&1. Further, if u{0,
we put sgn(u)=u&&(u) .
If n and m are rational integers such that nm, we denote respectively
by Bn, m and Dn, m the sets of elements u # K such that
u= :
n
s=m
us Ts, u= :
n
s=m
us Ts, with un{0.
Finally, the set of non-zero elements in a field F will be denoted F*, and
if B is a finite set, we shall denote by *B the number of elements of B.
I.2. The Character E and the Haar Measure dt
Let  be the additive character defined on Fq by (x)=e2?i tr(x)p, where
tr is the trace map from Fq to Fp . We associate to the non-trivial character
 the additive character E of K defined by
E( y )=(Res( y )). (I.1)
Since  is non-trivial, the character E is non-trivial.
Let P be the valuation ideal in K . We denote by dt the Haar measure
on the additive locally compact group K chosen such that
|
P
dt=1. (I.2)
The following results are proved in [11] or may be proved in a similar
way.
Proposition I.1. (i) For every H # A, E(H )=1.
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(ii) Let H be a polynomial different from 0. Let A and B be polyno-
mials. If A and B are congruent modulo H, then
E \AH+=E \
B
H+ .
(iii) For u # K ,
&(u)2 O E(u)=1. (I.3)
(iv) Let j be a rational integer and u # K . Then
|
&(u)> j
E(ut) dt={q
&j
0
if &(u)>&j,
otherwise.
(I.4)
(v) Let j be a positive integer and let u # P. Then
:
B # A j
E(uB))={q
j+1
0
if &(u)>j+1,
otherwise.
(I.5)
(vi) Let H{0 and G be polynomials. Then,
:
R # CH
E \GH R+={
|H |
0
if H divides G,
otherwise.
(I.6)
I.3. Some Character Sums
For a # Fq , let
_(a)= :
y # F q
(ay2), (I.7)
and, for a # Fq , b # Fq , with ab{0, let
kl(a, b)= :
y # F q*
 \ay+by+ . (I.8)
We note that _(a) and kl(a, b) are respectively a Gaussian sum and a
Kloostermann sum over the field Fq .
For a1 , ..., as belonging to Fq and for y # Fq , let r(a1 , ..., as ; y ) denote the
number of solutions ( y1 , ..., ys) of the equation
y=a1 y21+ } } } +as y
2
s . (I.9)
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Proposition I.2. Let a1 , ..., as belong to Fq . Then, for any b # Fq , one
has
:
y # F q
(&by ) ‘
s
i=1
_(ai y )=qr(a1 , ..., as ; b). (I.10)
Proof. Immediate.
Proposition I.3. Let a1 and a2 belong to Fq*. Then, for any b # Fq , one
has
r(a1 , a2 ; b)1. (I.11)
Proof. See for instance, [2, Exercise 4, p. 175].
II. SOME INTEGRALS
For : # K , ; # K , j # Z, and c # Fq*, let
I(:, ;, j )=|
&( y )j
E(:y2+;y ) dy. (II.1)
K(:, ;, j, c)=|
sgn( y )=c
&( y )=j
E \:y+;y+ dy. (II.2)
Proposition II.1. We have
I(:, ;, j )
={
q1&j if &(:)>&2j+1 and &(;)>&j+1,
0 if &(:)>&2j+1 and &(;)&j+1,
0 if &(:)&2j+1 and &(;:)< j,
qk E \&;
2
4: + if &(:)=2k&2j and &(;:)j,
qkE \&;
2
4: + _(sgn(:)), if &(:)=2k+1&2j+1 and &(;:)j.
(II.3)
Proof. With (I.4), the first two equalities are obvious. We suppose
&(:)&2j+1. Let k be the integral part of &(:)2. Then
k&j, (1)
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and
I(:, ;, j )= :
Y # B &j, k
|
&(z)>&k
E(:(Y+z)2+;(Y+z)) dz),
whence, with (I.3) and (I.4),
I(:, ;, j )=qk :
&( ;+2:Y )>k
Y # B &j, k
E(:Y2+;Y). (2)
If &(;:)<j and if Y # B&j, k , then &(2:Y+;)k, I(:, ;, j )=0, and the
third equality is proved. Now, we suppose &(;:)j. Let Q be defined by
the condition
;
2:
=&Q+t, Q # B&j, k , &(t)>&k, (3)
then &(;+2:Q)>k and
I(:, ;, j )={
qkE(:Q2+;Q) if &(:)=2k,
(4)
qk :
z # Fq
E (:(Q+zT k)2+;(Q+zTk)) if &(:)=2k+1.
We conclude with (I.3), (I.1), and (I.7).
Proposition II.2. Let : be a non-zero element in K such that &(:)0.
Let ; # K , c # Fq* and let j be an integer such that 0< j 1&&(:). Then
(I) If &(;)j+2,
K(:, ;, j, c)={9 (c sgn(:)) q
&j
0
if j+&(:)=1,
otherwise.
(II) If &(;)=j+1,
K(:, ;, j, c)={9 \c sgn(:)+
sgn(;)
c + q&j if j+&(:)=1,
0 otherwise.
(III) If &(;) j, &(;:))=2 j, ;: is a square in K , and
sgn(;:)=c2, if #2=;: and sgn(#)=c, then
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K(:, ;, j, c)=q(&(:)&j )2E(2:#), if &(:)&j is even;
K(:, ;, j, c)=q(&(:)&j&1)2E(2:#) _ \sgn \:#++ , if &(:)&j is odd ;
otherwise, if &(;) j, K(:, ;, j, c)=0.
Proof. We suppose &(;) j+1. By (I.3),
K(:, ;, j, c)=|
&(z)>j
E(:(cT&j+z)+;(cT&j+z)&1) dz
=E \:cT&j+;c T j+ |&(z)>j E(:z) dz.
By (I.4), the inner integral is zero if &(:)&j and q&j if &(:)>&j.
According to the hypotheses this last case occurs if and only if &(:)=1&j.
Then, (I) and (II) follow from (I.1) and (I.8).
We suppose &(;)j and &(;:)>2 j. Then, &(:)<&1&j. Let &(:)=&m.
We have
K(:, ;, j, c)= :
sgn(Y)=c
Y # D &j , &m
|
&(z)>m
E \:(Y+z)+ ;Y+z+ dz.
By (I.3),
K(:, ;, j, c)= :
sgn(Y )=c
Y # D&j, &m
E \:Y+ ;Y+ |&(z)>m E(:z) dz.
In view of (I.4), K(:, ;, j, c)=0.
We suppose &(;) j and &(;:)2j. Let r be the integer defined by the
condition
(i) 3j&&(;) # [2r, 2r&1].
Then, rj. Moreover, if 3j&&(;)=2r&1, then r> j. So,
K(:, ;, j, c)= :
sgn(Y)=c
Y # D &j, &r
|
&(z)>r
E \:(Y+z)+ ;Y+z+ dz.
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By (I.3),
K(:, ;, j, c)= :
sgn(Y )=c
Y # D &j, &r
E \:Y+ ;Y+ |&(z)>r E \\:&
;
Y 2+ z+ dz.
In view of (I.4),
(ii) K(:, ;, j, c)=q&r :
Y # Y
E \:Y+ ;Y+ ,
where Y is the set of Y # D&j, &r such that sgn(Y)=c and
&(:&(;Y2))>&r.
If we are not in the case where &(;:)=2j, ;: is a square in K and
sgn(;:)=c2, the set Y is empty and K(:, ;, j, c)=0. This proves the last
part of (III).
We suppose &(;:)=2j and that ;: is a square in K . Let
(iii)
;
:
=#2.
We also suppose that sgn(#)=c. There is an unique pair (Q, t) such that
(iv) #=Q+t, Q # D&j, &r , &(t)>r.
If j&&(:)=3j&&(;)=2r, Y=[Q],
K(:, ;, j, c)=q&rE \:Q+ ;Q+ .
and, by (I.3),
K(:, ;, j, c)=q&r E \:#+;#+=q&r E(2:#),
and the first part of (III) is proved. If j&&(:)=3j&&(;)=2r&1, Y is the
set of elements Q+zT&r, z running through Fq , and
K(:, ;, j, c)=q&r :
z # F q
E \:(Q+zT&r)+ ;Q+zT&r+ .
With some computations we get
K(:, ;, j, c)=q&r :
z # F q
E(2:#) E \:z
2T&2r
# + ,
and we obtain the second part of (III) from (I.1) and (I.7).
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III. THE SUMS S(H, GA, K ), C(H, M, Y)
For (H, A, K ) # Fq [T]3 with H monic, let
S(H, A, K)= :
R # C H
E \AR
2+KR
H + . (III.1)
Let A1 , A2 , ..., As be coprime polynomials.
For G # C*H , for Y=(Y1 , ..., Ys) # C sH , let
T(H, G, Y)=(T(A1 , A2 , ..., As ; H, G, Y)= ‘
s
i=1
S(H, GAi , Yi ). (III.2)
If G is an element running through the set C*H of invertible classes modulo
H, let G$(H ) denote the unique element in C*H such that
GG$(H )+1#0 mod H. (III.3)
When no doubt is possible, we write G$=G$(H).
For any polynomial M, for Y=(Y1 , ..., Y4) # C4H , let
C(H, M, Y)= :
G # C*H
T(A1 , A2 , ..., A4 ; H, G, Y) E \&GMH + . (III.4)
Proposition III.1. Let H be a monic polynomial. Let Y =
(Y1 , Y2 , Y3 , Y4) # C4H such that (H, Ai ) | Yi for i=1, ..., 4. Then, there
exists a unique V=V(Y) in CH such that for any polynomial M, one has
C(H, M, Y)= :
G # C*H
T (4, H, G, 0) E \G$V&GMH + . (III.5)
Proof. As for [12, Lemma 1, Section 2].
Proposition III.2. Let P1 , ..., Pr be monic irreducible polynomials and
k1 , ..., kr be non-negative integers. Then, for any polynomial A, one has
S \ ‘
r
i=1
Pk ii , A, 0+= ‘
r
i=1
S \Pk ii , A ‘
r
j=1
j{i
Pk jj , 0+ . (III.6)
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 8.4 in [1].
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Proposition III.3. Let P be a monic irreducible polynomial. Let A be a
polynomial coprime to P. Then, for any positive integer k, one has
S(P2k, A, 0)=|P|k, (III.7)
S(P2k+1, A, 0)=|P|k \AP+ S(P, 1, 0). (III.8)
Moreover,
S(P, 1, 0)2=\&1P + |P|. (III.9)
Let B be a polynomial, let v=vP(B), and let B*=BPv. Then, for any
positive integer k, one has
S(Pk, B, 0)={ |P|
k
|P| v S(Pk&v, B*, 0)
if kv,
if k>v.
(III.10)
Proof. Following the proof of [1, Theorem 8.7], we get the induction
formula
S(Pk+2, A, 0)=|P| S(Pk, A, 0), (1)
whence (III.7) and
S(P2k+1, A, 0)=|P|k S(P, A, 0). (2)
Since S(P, A, 0) is Gaussian,
|S(P, A, 0)| 2=|P|. (3)
One proves that
S(P, A, 0)=\AP+ S(P, 1, 0). (4)
We get (III.8) from (2) and (4). On the other hand, by (4), we get
\&1P + S(P, 1, 0)2=S(P, 1, 0) S(P, &1, 0)=|S(P, 1, 0)| 2=|P|,
and (III.9) follows. The proof of (III.10) is immediate.
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Proposition III.4. Let H be a monic polynomial. Then, there exists a
complex number =(H ) # [1, &1, i, &i], only depending on A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 ,
and H, such that
T(4, H, G, 0)==(H )|H | 2 {‘
4
i=1 \
G
(H, Ai )+={‘
4
i=1
|(H, Ai )| 12= . (III.11)
Proof. From Proposition III.3, we deduce the existence of a complex
number =(H) # [1, &1, i, &i] only depending on A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 , and H,
such that
T(4, H, G, 0)==(H )|H | 2 \ GH1H2H3H4+ ‘
4
i=1
|(H, Ai )| 12,
with
Hj=
H
(H, Aj )
, for j=1, ..., 4.
We get (III.11), noting that for j=1, ..., 4,
\GH+=\
G
Hj+\
G
(H, Aj )+ .
Proposition III.5. Let H be a monic polynomial. Let Y =
(Y1 , Y2 , Y3 , Y4) # C4H such that (H, Ai ) | Yi for i=1, ..., 4. Then, for any
polynomial M, one has
C(H, M, Y)
==(H )|H | 2 {‘
4
i=1
|(H, Ai )12= :G # C*H {‘
4
i=1 \
G
(H, Ai )+= E \
G$V(Y)&GM
H + .
(III.12)
Proof. With (III.5) and (III.11).
IV. THE KLOOSTERMAN SUMS
For any polynomial D whose irreducible factors are taken among the
irreducible factors of H, for any polynomial A and B, let
1 (H, D, A, B)= :
G # C*H
\GD+ E \
GA+G$B
H + , (IV.1)
where G$=G$(H ) is defined by (III.3).
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We note that for any G # C*H , (GD)=(GQ(D)) where Q(D) is the
product of irreducible factors P of D such that vP(D)#1 mod 2, so
1 (H, D, A, B)=1 (H, Q(D), A, B) with Q(D) dividing H.
Proposition IV.1. Let P1 , ..., Pr be monic irreducible polynomials,
n1 , ..., nr be positive integers, k1 , ..., kr be non-negative integers. Let A and B
be polynomials. Then, there exist polynomials B1 , ..., Br such that
1 \‘
r
i=1
Pn ii , ‘
r
i=1
Pkii , A, B++= ‘
r
i=1
1 (Pnii , P
ki
i , A, Bi ). (IV.2)
Proof. The proof follows the proof of Lemmas 4a and 4b in Section 2
of [12].
Proposition IV.2. Let P be an irreducible polynomial and let A and B be
polynomials coprime to P. Let m0 and n2 be integers. Then,
|1 (Pn, Pm, A, B)|2 |P|n2. (IV.3)
Moreover, if &AB is not a square mod P, then
|1 (Pn, Pm, A, B)|=0. (IV.4)
Proof. The proof runs as for Salie ’s theorem (cf. [16]).
Proposition IV.3. Let P be an irreducible polynomial and let A and B
be polynomials coprime to P. Let m0 be an integer. Then,
|1 (P, Pm, A, B)|2 |P| 12, (IV.5)
moreover, if m is odd and if AB is not a square mod P, then
1 (P, Pm, A, B)=0.
Proof. If m is even,
1 (P, Pm, A, B)= :
G # C*P
E \GA+G$BP + ,
and if m is odd,
1 (P, Pm, A, B)= :
G # C*P
\GP+ E \
GA+G$B
P + .
Identifying the set CP to the finite field F |P| , and the map Y  E(YP),
resp. Y  (YP), to an additive nontrivial character 9 |P| of the field F |P| ,
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resp. to the multiplicative quadratic character / |P| of F |P| , we see that
1 (P, Pm, A, B) is either an ordinary Kloosterman sum or an hybrid
Kloosterman sum. The even part of (IV.5) is given by the well known Weil
theorem (cf. [18]). The odd part of (IV.5) may be deduced from Weil’s
theorem (cf. [18] and [19]). A proof of this may be found in [13]. We
suppose m odd. Then,
/ |P|(A) 1 (P, Pm, A, B)= :
Y # F*|P|
/ |P|(Y ) 9 |P| \Y+ABY ++
= :
Y # F*|P|
/ |P| \ABY + 9 |P| \Y+
AB
Y ++
=/ |P|(AB) :
Y # F*|P|
/ |P|(Y ) 9 |P| \Y+ABY ++ .
If / |P|(AB)=&1, then 1 (P, Pm, A, B)=0.
Proposition IV.4. Let P be an irreducible polynomial, let M be a poly-
nomial, and let j be a positive integer. Let
Q(P j, M)= :
G # C*P j
E \GMP j + , (IV.6)
R(P j, M)= :
G # C*P j
\GP+ E \
GM
P j + . (IV.7)
Then,
,(P j ) if jvP(M),
Q(P j, M)={&|P| j&1 if j=vP(M)+1, (IV.8)0 if j>vP(M)+1.
R(P j, M)={
0 if j{vP(M)+1,
(IV.9)
|P|vP (M) \M*P + S(P, 1) if j=vP(M)+1,
M* denoting the polynomial MPv P (M).
Proof. Equation (IV.8) is proved in [4, Proposition IV.2]; the proof of
(IV.9) is similar.
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Proposition IV.5. Let P be an irreducible polynomial, let A be a polyno-
mial coprime to P, and let B be a polynomial divisible by P. Let m and n be
integers such that m0, n0. Then,
1 (Pn, Pm, A, B)={
0 if vP(B)n>1 or if vP(B)<n,
&1 if vP(B)n=1 and if m is even,
\AP+ S(P, 1) if vP(B)n=1 and if m is odd.
(IV.10)
Proof. We put B=PbC with b=vP(B) and C coprime to P.
(1) We suppose bn. Then,
1 (Pn, Pm, A, B)= :
G # C*P n
\GP+
m
E \GAPn + .
In view of (IV.6) and (IV.7), 1 (Pn, Pm, A, B) is equal to the sum Q(Pn, M)
if m is even, and equal to the sum R(Pn, M) if m is odd. With (IV.8) and
(IV.9), we get
1 (Pn, Pm, A, B)={
0 if n>1,
&1 if n=1 and if m is even,
\AP+ S(P, 1) if n=1 and if m is odd.
(2) We suppose b<n. Writing every Z # C*P n as a sum
Z=R+Pn&bY, R # C*Pn&b , Y # CP b , we get
1 (Pn, Pm, A, B)= :
R # C*P n&b
\RP+
m
E \ARPn +
CR*
Pn&b+ :Y # CP b E \
AY
Pb + ,
where R*=R$(P n&b ). Since b>0 and vP(A)=0, 1 (Pn, Pm, A, B)=0.
Proposition IV.6. Let P be an irreducible polynomial, and A and B be
polynomials divisible by P. Let a=vP(A) and b=vP(B). Let m and n be
integers such that m0, n>0. Then,
(1) 1 (Pn, Pm, A, B)=0 if a<n, b<n, a{b,
(2) 1 (Pn, Pm, A, B)=0 if an, bn m odd,
(3) 1 (Pn, Pm, A, B)=0 if a<n, bn, n&a{1,
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(4) 1 (Pn, Pm, A, B)=0 if an, b<n, n&b{1,
(5) 1 (Pn, Pm, A, B)=( |P|&1)|P|n&1 if an, bn, m even,
(6) 1 (Pn, Pm, A, B)=&|P|b if an, b<n, n&b=1, m even,
(7) 1 (Pn, Pm, A, B)=|P|b ((&BPb)P) S(P, 1) if an, b<n,
n&b=1, m odd,
(8) 1 (Pn, Pm, A, B)=&|P|a if a<n, bn, n&a=1, m even,
(9) 1 (Pn, Pm, A, B)=|P|a ((&APa)P) S(P, 1) if a<n, bn,
n&a=1, m odd,
(10) 1 (Pn, Pm, A, B)=|P|a 1 (Pn&a, Pm, APa, BPb) if a=b<n.
Proof. We do not give the details of the proof which is longer but
similar to the above proof.
Proposition IV.7. Let H be a monic polynomial, let D be a polynomial
whose irreducible divisors are taken among the irreducible divisors of H, and
let A and B be polynomials. Then,
|1 (H, D, A, B)|2|(H ) |H | 12 |(H, A)| 12, (IV.11)
|(H ) denoting the number of distinct monic irreducible divisors of H.
Proof. Proved with (IV.3), (IV.5), (IV.10), and (5)(10) of the above
proposition.
V. THE SINGULAR SERIES
Let A1 , ..., As be polynomials. We suppose s4.
In this section, we put for any monic polynomial H, and for G # C*H ,
S(H, G, 0)=(S(H, G ), (V.1)
T(A1 , ..., As ; H, G, 0)=T(s, H, G). (V.2)
Let M # Fq[T]. For any monic polynomial H, let
A(s, H, M)=|H |&s :
G # C*H
T(s, H, G) E \&M GH+ . (V.3)
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We put
9 (s, P, M)=1+ :

k=1
A(s, Pk, M), (V.4)
for any monic irreducible polynomial P, and
Ss(M)= :
H # M
A(s, H, M). (V.5)
We shall prove later on that these series are convergent. In the following,
s will be omitted when there is no doubt of its value.
We write T(H, G ), A(H, M), 9 (P, M), instead of T(s, H, G ), A(s, H, M),
9(s, P, M).
Proposition V.1. If H1 and H2 are coprime monic polynomials, for any
polynomial M, one has
A(s, H1 , H2 , M)=A(s, H1 , M) A(s, H2 , M). (V.6)
Proof. Immediate.
First Part. We suppose s=4, and A1 , ..., A4 are pairwise coprime.
Proposition V.2. Let P be an irreducible polynomial, M be a polyno-
mial, and k be a positive integer. Then,
A(Pk, M)=0 if k>1+vP(M). (V.7)
Proof. According to (III.11), for any G # C*P k ,
T(Pk, G )==(Pk)|P| 2k {‘
4
i=1 \
G
(Pk, Ai )+={‘
4
i=1
|(Pk, Ai )| 12= .
The product >4i=1 (G(P
k, Ai )) takes only the values 1 or (GP). We con-
clude with (IV.8) and (IV.9).
We note that the sums 9 (P, M)=9 (4, P, M) are finite. In view of
(V.6), we have
S4(M)= ‘
P # I
9 (P, M). (V.8)
Let
B=A1 A2A3A4 . (V.9)
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Proposition V.3. Let P be an irreducible polynomial. Then, for any
polynomial M, one has
9 (P, M)=\1&\BP+ |P| &2+\ :
v P (M)
k=0 \
B
P+
k
|P|&k+ ,
if P is coprime to B, (V.10)
|P|&1
|P|
9 (P, M)
|P|
|P|&1
, if P divides B. (V.11)
Proof. We do not give the detail of the proof, which is long, but
without difficulty and based on results provided by Propositions V.1, V.2,
and III.3.
Proposition V.4. The product
4= ‘
P+B
P # I \1&\
B
P+ |P|&2+ (V.12)
is absolutely convergent and positive.
Proof. Immediate.
Proposition V.5. If the polynomials A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 are pairwise
coprime, for any polynomial M, one has
4
,(B) ,(M)
|B| |M|
S4(M)4
|B| |M|
,(B) ,(M)
. (V.13)
Proof. We have
S4(M)=S(M) S1(M) S2(M) S3(M) S4(M), (1)
with
S(M)= ‘
P+B
P # I
9 (P, M), (2)
Si (M)= ‘
P | A i
P # I
9 (P, M). (3)
In view of (V.10) and (V.12),
S(M)=41 (M),
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with
1 (M)= ‘
P+B
P # I
P | M \
1&\BP+
v P(M)+1
|P|&v P (M)&1
1&\BP+ |P|&1 + .
We have
‘
P+B
P # I
P | M
|P|&1
|P|
1 (M) ‘
P+B
P # I
P | M
|P|
|P|&1
. (4)
According to (V.11), for i=1, ..., 4, we have
‘
P | Ai
P # I
|P|&1
|P|
Si (M) ‘
P | Ai
P # I
|P|
|P|&1
,
and (V.13) follows from (1) and (4).
Lemma V.6. For any polynomial A, let D(A) denote the number of monic
divisors of A. Then, for any $>0, there exists a constant c1=c1($) such that
D(A)c1 |A|$. (V.14)
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma V.1 in Chapt. IV of [1].
Proposition V.7. Let $ # ]0, 12[. Then, there exists a constant
c2=c2($, A1 , ..., A4), such that, for any integer m, for any polynomial M,
one has
:
deg Hm
H # M
|A(4, H, M)|c2 |M|$ qm($&12). (V.15)
Proof. Let H # M. With (V.3), (III.11), (IV.1), and (IV.11), we get
|A(H, M)||B| 12 2|(H) |H | &32 |(H, M)| 12|B| 12
_D(H) |H |&32 |(H, M)| 12.
With (V.14), we get
|A(H, M)|c1($) |B| 12 |H | &32+$ |(H, M)| 12.
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Whence,
:
deg Hm
H # M
|A(4, H, M)|c1($) |B| 12 :
2 | M
2 # M
|2| 12 :
deg(Y2)m
Y # M
|Y2|&32+$,
:
deg Hm
H # M
|A(4, H, M)|c1($)
|B| 12
1&q$&12
D(M) qm($&12).
We obtain (V.16) from (V.14) with
c2($, A1 , ..., A4)=
c1($)2 |B| 12
1&q$&12
.
Second Part. Now, we take s5, A1 , ..., As pairwise coprime.
Proposition V.10. For any polynomial M, the series Ss(M) is abso-
lutely convergent. Moreover, there exist positive constants c3=c3(A1 , ..., As),
c4=c4(A1 , ..., As) such that, for any integer m, and for any polynomial M,
c4Ss(M)c3 . (V.17)
Proof. The proof is standard. See for instance, [4, Propositions VI.4
and VI.5].
Third Part. Now, we take s=4, A1=A2=D, A3=A4=1, where D is
square-free.
Propositions V.2, V.3, and V.7 remain true under the new hypothesis. In
Proposition V.3, we have to take D2 at the place of B.
Proposition V.9. Let P be an irreducible polynomial dividing D. Then,
for any polynomial M, one has
9 (P, M)=1+\&1P + (1&|P|&v P(M)&|P|v P (M)&1). (V.18)
Proof. We do not give the details of the proof which is based on results
provided by Propositions V.2 and III.4.
Proposition V.10. Let A1=A2=D, A3=A4=1, where D is a square-
free polynomial. Then, for any polynomial M coprime to D, one has
4
,(D) ,(M)
|D| |M|
S4(M)4
|D| |M|
,(D) ,(M)
, (V.19)
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and, for any polynomial M such that &1 is a square modulo any irreducible
polynomial P dividing (D, M), one has
4
,(D) ,(M)
|D| |M|
S4(M)2|(D)4
|D| |M|
,(D) ,(M)
, (V.20)
|(D) denoting the number of monic irreducible factors of D.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem V.7.
VI. THE FAREY DISSECTIONS
Let A be a non-zero polynomial. Let m be a positive integer. Let
a=deg A, (VI.1)
and
N=a+m. (VI.2)
For t # P, let
f (t)= :
Y # A m
E(tAY 2). (VI.3)
We define the Farey fractions and the Farey balls.
A Farey fraction at order k is a rational function GH with
(i) deg Hk,
(ii) G and H coprime,
(iii) deg G<deg H.
Let Fk be the set of all Farey fractions at order k. If GH is a Farey fraction
at order k, the set
U (k)GH={t # P | & \t&GH+>k+deg H=
is the Farey ball of center GH. Then, P is the union of all Farey balls U (k)GH
with GH running through Fk . Moreover, two distincts Farey balls do not
overlap. A proof of this may be found in [11, Theorem 4.3]. We shall use
Farey fractions at orders m and N. We note that the set Fm is included in
the set FN .
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Proposition VI.1. Let GH # Fm and let t=(GH )+u belong to the
Farey ball U (m)GH . Then,
f (t)=|H |&1 :
K # A
S(H, GA, K) I(uA, &KH, &m), (VI.4)
where S(H, GA, K ) is defined by (III.1) and I(uA, &KH, &m) is defined by
(II.1).
Proof. We divide the set Am in different classes mod H. With (I.6) and
(III.1), we have
|H | f (t)= :
K # C H
S(H, GA, K ) Z(H, A, u, K ), (1)
where
Z(H, A, u, K)= :
Y # Am
E \uAY2&KYH + . (2)
With this Poisson formula, cf. Sections 2.12.3 of [10], we get
Z(H, A, u, K )= :
W # A
|
&( y )&m
E \uAy2&KyH +yW+ dy. (3)
For K # CH , W # A, one has
S(H, GA, K )=S(H, GA, K+HW). (4)
Noting that the map (K, W )  K+HW is bijective from CH x A to A, we
get the announced result from (1), (3), and (4).
Proposition VI.2. Let t=(GH )+u belong to the Farey ball U (m)GH .
Then,
f (t)=|H |&1 f $(u)[S(H, GA, 0)+r(t)], (VI.5)
with
qm+1 if &(uA)2m+2,
f $(u)={qk if &(uA)=2k2m, (VI.6)qk_(sgn(uA)) if &(uA)=2k+12m+1.
r(t)= :
0deg Kdeg H+m&&(uA)
K # A
S(H, GA, K ) E \ &K
2
4H2uA+ . (VI.7)
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Proof. With (VI.4) and (II.3).
Corollary VI.3. Let t=(GH)+u belong to the Farey Ball U (N )GH with
deg Hm. Then,
f (t)=|H |&1 f $(u) S(H, GA, 0). (VI.8)
Proof. We have &(uA)>N+deg H&deg Am+deg H. Then, the
sum r(t) defined by (VI.7) is empty and (VI.8) follows from (VI.5).
VII. THE CASE s5
Let A1 , ..., As be pairwise coprime polynomials, not all of them being
constant. For i=1, ..., s, let
ai=deg Ai , (VII.1)
:i=sgn(Ai ). (VII.2)
We may suppose that
a1a2 } } } as , (VII.3)
so
1as . (VII.4)
If B is a non-empty subset of the set [1, ..., s], for any y # Fq , let rB( y )
denote the number of solutions ( yi ) i # B of the equation
y= :
i # B
:i y2i .
Let M be a polynomial such that deg Mas . Let R(A1 , ..., As ; M)=
R(M) be the number of solutions (M1 , ..., Ms) # As of the equation
M=A1M21+ } } } +AsM
2
s , (0.1)
satisfying the most restrictive degree conditions. For i=1, ..., s, we put
deg M&deg Ai={2mi ,2mi&1,
if deg M&deg Ai is even,
if deg M&deg Ai is odd,
(VII.5)
Ni=ai+mi . (VII.6)
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Then, we have
ms } } } m2m1 (VII.7)
N1N2 } } } Ns . (VII.8)
Let u(M), resp. v(M), denote the set of i # [1, ..., s] such that deg M#
deg Ai mod 2, resp. deg Mdeg Ai mod 2. Let
fi (t)= :
Y # Am i
E(tAi Y2). (VII.9)
F(t)= ‘
s
i=1
fi (t). (VII.10)
Then, in view of (I.4),
R(M)=|
P
F(t) E(&Mt) dt. (VII.11)
In the following, until Proposition VII.3, M is a fixed polynomial. We
use Farey fractions at order N=Ns . The Farey balls U (N )GH for which
deg Hms=m are called the major arcs. Let M denote their union. The
Farey balls are the minor arcs. Let m denote their union. Let
R+(M)=|
M
F(t) E(&Mt) dt, (VII.12)
R&(M)=|
m
F(t) E(&Mt) dt. (VII.13)
Proposition VII.1. Let GH be the center of a major arc. Let
IGH (M)=|
U (N)GH
F(t) E(&Mt) dt. (VII.14)
Then,
IGH (M)=|H | &s T(H, G ) E \&GMH +
_|M|&1 qm1+ } } } +ms (3(M)+%(H, M)), (VII.15)
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with
3(M)={
r[1, ..., s](sgn(M))
if deg M#deg A1# } } } #deg As mod 2,
q*u(M)&1rv(M)(0)+ru(M)(sgn(M))&q*u(M)&1)
otherwise,
|%(H, M)|{q
s&1
0
if deg H=ms and deg M=2ms+as&1,
otherwise.
Proof. For u # P, let
F$(u)= ‘
s
i=1
gi (u), (1)
where for i=1, ..., s, gi is equal to the function f $ defined by relation (VI.6)
in which A is taken equal to Ai . Then, with (VI.8), (V.2), and (III.2), if
t=(GH)+u belongs to the Farey ball U (N )GH ,
F(t)=|H |&s T(H, G ) F$(u),
whence,
IGH (M)=|H |&s T(H, G ) E \&GMH + W(M), (2)
where
W(M)=|
&(u)>N+deg H
F$(u) E(&Mu) du. (3)
By (VI.6), F$(u) only depends on &(u) and sgn(u). We put
F$(u)=.(&(u), sgn(u)). (4)
We note that F$(u) is constant on the set [u # P | &(u)>1+*], where
*=max[2m1+a1 , ..., 2ms+as]. (5)
Let
+=m1+ } } } +ms . (6)
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Then,
W(M)=q++s |
&(u)>1+*
E(&Mu) du
+ :
1+*
j=N+deg H+1
:
c # Fq*
.( j, c) E(&McT&j ) |
&(u)>j
E(&Mu) du.
With (I.4), we have
W(M)=q++s&1&*+ :
1+*
j=1+max(N+deg H, deg M)
:
c # Fq*
q&j.( j, c) E(&McT&j ).
Let
U(M)=q++s&1&*+ :
1+*
j=1+deg M
:
c # Fq*
q&j.( j, c) E(&McT&j ). (7)
Then, in view of (VII.8), (I.1), and (I.3),
W(M)=U(M)&v(H, M), (8)
with
v(H, M)=0 if deg H<ms or if deg H=ms and deg M=2ms+as ,
(9)
v(H, M)=q&1&N |H |&1 :
c # F q*
(&c sgn(M)) if not (10)
First, we compute U(M). Since *deg M, we have to consider two cases.
(1) *=deg M. In this case, deg M=2mi+ai for any i # [1, ..., s].
With (4), (1), (VI.6), (I.1), (I.7), and (I.10), we get
U(M)=q+&deg Mr[1, ..., s](sgn(M)). (11)
We note that this case occurs if and only if deg M#deg Ai for any
i # [1, ..., s].
(2) *>deg M. In this case, *=1+deg M. With (4), (1), (VI.6), (I.1),
and (I.3), we get
U(M)=q+&2&deg M {q*uM) :c # F q ‘i # v(M) _(:ic)
+q :
c # Fq
(&c sgn(M)) ‘
i # u(M)
_(:ic)&q1+*u(M)= .
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With (I.10), we get
U(M)=q+&2&deg M [q*u(M)+1rv(M) (0)
+q2ru(M)(sgn(M))&q*u(M)+1]. (12)
We note that this case occurs if and only if there is i # [1, ..., s] such that
deg Mdeg Ai . We bound v(H, M) for deg H=ms and deg M=2ms+as&1.
With (10), (4), (1), (VI.6), we get
|&(H, M)|q++s&deg M&1. (13)
We conclude with (2), (3), (8), (9), (11)(13).
Proposition VII.2. There exists a constant c5=c5(A1 , ..., As) such that
|R&(M)|c5 |M| s4. (VII.16)
Proof. Let t=(GH )+u belong to a minor arc. Then, deg H>ms ,
&(u)Ns+deg H+1. Let i, if it exists, be such that deg Hmi . In view of
(VI.8), in which A is taken equal to Ai ,
fi (t)=|H |&1 gi (u) S(H, GAi , 0).
With (III.6)(III.10) and (VI.6).
| fi (t)||H |&12 |(H, Ai )| 12 qmi+1|Ai | 12qmi+12&ms 2|M| 14 q(1+as4).
Let i be such that deg H>mi . By (VII.9) and (I.3),
fi (t)= :
Y # Am i
E \GAiH Y2+ ,
whence
| fi (t)| 2= :
Y # Am i
:
Z # A m i
E \GAiYZH + .
In view of Proposition I.1, [z] denoting the fractional part of any z # K ,
| fi (t)|2=qmi+1 *{Y # Am i } & \{GAiYH =>mi+1= .
If deg(H(H, Ai ))mi+1, then | fi (t)| 2=q2mi+2 |H |&1 |(H, Ai )|. If
deg(H(H, Ai ))>mi+1 , then | fi (t)| 2|H |.
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Finally, with (VII.10), we get
|F(t)|c5(A1 , ..., As)|M| s4,
where
c5(A1 , ..., As)=qs+sas4.
Proposition VII.3. There exists a constant c6=c6(A1 , ..., As) such that
|R(M)&qm1+ } } } ms |M|&1 Ss(M) 3(M)|c6 |M| s4. (VII.17)
Proof. With (VII.12), (VII.15), (V.3), (V.5), and (V.16), we get
|R+(M)&|M|&1 qm 1+ } } } m s3(M) Ss(M)|
c3 |M| &1 qm 1+ } } } +ms qm(2&s2)(q2&s2 |3(M)|+qs&1).
We have
|3(M)|qs, m=ms ,
whence
|R+(M)&|M|&1 qm1+ } } } +ms 3(M) Ss(M)|; |M| s4,
with
;=c3(q2+s2+qs&1) |A1 } } } As | &12 |As | s4&1.
Then, (VII.17) follows from (VII.11), (VII.12), (VII.13), and (VII.16), with
c6=;+c5 .
Corollary VII.4. Under the same hypotheses
R(M)>>|M| s2&1, (VII.18)
the constant implied by the symbol >> only depending on q, A1 , ..., As .
Proof. Since |M|=qdeg M, in view of (VII.5) and (VII.17), it suffices to
prove that Ss(M) 3(M)>0. Now then, by (V.17),
Ss(M)c4>0.
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We have
3(M)={
r[1, ...s](sgn(M))
if deg M#deg A1# } } } #deg As mod 2,
(q*u(M)&1rv(M)(0)+ru(M)(sgn(M))&q*u(M)&1)
otherwise.
If deg M#deg A1# } } } #deg As mod 2, r[1, ...s](sgn(M))=r(:1 , ..., :s ;
sgn(M)), and by (I.11), 3(M)qs&2>0. If not, *v(M)1, rv(M)(0)1,
and 3(M)ru(M)(sgn(M)). Then, if u(M)2, we have 3(M)1. If
u(M)=1 and v(M)=s&1, then, rv(M)(0)qs&3 and 3(M)qs&3&1>0.
This corollary gives our Theorem 1.
VIII. THE CASE s=4
Let A1 , ..., A4 be polynomials, not all of them being constant. Notations
which have been introduced in Section VII remain valid with s=4. We use
Farey fractions at order m=m4 .
Proposition VIII.1. Let = be a positive real number. Then, there exists
a constant c7=c7(=, A1 , ..., A4) such that for any polynomial M with
deg Ma4 , one has
|R(M)&qm1+ } } } +m 4 |M|&1 S4(M) 3(M)|c7 |M| 34+=. (VIII.1)
Proof. We agree that in a formula where the letters i, j, k, l occur, they
denote pairwise distinct integers running through the set [1, ..., 4]. Let F$
be defined as in the proof of Proposition VII.1. For i=1, ..., 4, we make ri
equal to the function r defined by relation (VI.7) where A is taken equal
to Ai . Let t=(GH )+u belong to the Farey ball U (m)GH . Then, with (VI.5),
F(t)=|H |&4 F$(u) \{‘
4
i=1
S(H, GAi , 0)=+e(t)+ ,
where
e(t)= ‘
4
i=1
ri (t)+ :
4
i=1
S(H, GAi , 0) rj (t) rk(t) rl (t)
+ :
4
i, j=1
S(H, GAi , 0) S(H, GAj , 0) rk(t) rl (t)
+ :
4
l=1
S(H, GAi , 0) S(H, GAj , 0) S(H, GAk , 0) rl (u).
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Let Y(t) be the set of systems of polynomials Y=(Y1 , ..., Y4){(0, ..., 0)
such that deg Yideg H+mi&&(uAi ). From (VI.7) and (III.2), we get
F(t)=|H |&4 F$(u)(T(H, G, Y)+T$(t)), (1)
where
T$(t)= :
K # Y(t)
T(H, G, Y) E \ &14H2u _
K 21
A1
+ } } } +
K 24
A4&+ . (2)
Let Y be the set of systems of polynomials (Y1 , ..., Y4){(0, ..., 0) such that
deg Yi<mi&m4+ai . The set Y is finite and contains all the sets Y(t) for
t running through P. For Y # Y, let
;(Y)=_Y
2
1
A1
+ } } } +
Y 24
A4& , (3)
w(Y)=min[m1+a1&deg Y1 , ..., m4+a4&deg Y4], (4)
and, for u # P, H # M, let
*(H, u, Y)={10
if &(uAi )deg H+mi&deg Yi for i=1, ..., 4,
if not.
(5)
Then, for t=(GH )+u belonging to the Farey ball U (m)GH ,
T$(t)= :
Y # Y
T(H, G, Y) *(H, u, Y) E \&;(Y)4H 2u + . (6)
With (1) and (2), we get
R(M)=R+(M)+R&(M), (7)
where
R+(M)= :
deg Hm
H # M
|H | &4 :
G # C*H
E \&GMH + T(H, G, 0) IH (M), (8)
R&(M)= :
deg Hm
H # M
|H | &4 :
G # C*H
E \&GMH + :Y # Y T(H, G, Y) JY (M), (9)
IH(M)=|
&(u)>m+deg H
F$(u) E(&Mu) du, (10)
JY(M)=|
&(u)>m+deg H
F$(u) *(H, u, Y) E(&Mu) E \&;(Y)4H2u + du. (11)
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With computations similar to those that have been used for the proof of
Proposition VII.1, we prove that
|R+(M)&qm1+ } } } +m s |M |&1 S4(M) 3(M)|;1 |M| 34+3$2, (12)
with
;1=;1($)=c2q112+$ |A1 } } } A4 | &12 |A4 |14&$2.
Let u # P be such that &(u)>m+deg H. With (4), (8), and (III.2), we get
JY (M)= :
w(Y)+deg H
j=1+m+deg H
:
c # Fq*
.( j, c) K \&M, &;(Y)4H 2 , j, c+ .
According to Proposition III.2, K(&M, &;(Y)4H2, j, c)=0 except in the
following cases:
(i) &(;(Y))+2 deg Hj+1=2+deg M,
(ii) &(;(Y))+2 deg H j, 2 j=&(;(Y))+2 deg H+deg M, c2 sgn(M)
=sgn(;(Y)).
Let Y1, H , resp. Y2, H , denote the set of Y # Y such that the first, resp.
second condition is true for some j # [1+m+deg H, ..., w(Y)+deg H].
The sets Y1, H are included in the set Y1 of Y # Y such that &(;(Y))+2m4
2+deg M. The sets Y2, H are included in the set Y2 of Y # Y such that
{
&(;(Y))#deg M mod 2,
sgn(;(Y)) sgn(M) is a square in Fq ,
&(;(Y))+deg M
2
# [1+m, ..., w(Y)].
For Y # Y2 let M(Y) denote the set of monic polynomials H such that
deg Hmin \m, &(;(Y))+deg M2 &&(;(Y))+ .
Interchanging the order of summations in R&(M), we get with (III.2) and
(III.4)
R&(M)= :
Y # Y1
:
deg Hm
H # M
|H |&4 C(H, M, Y) :
c # F q*
#(Y, H, c)
+ :
Y # Y2
:
H # M(Y)
|H |&4 C(H, M, Y) |(Y, H ), (13)
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with
#(Y, H, c)=.(1+deg M, c) K \&M, &;(Y)4H2 , 1+deg M, c+ ,
|(Y, H)=. \deg H+&(;(Y))+deg M2 , c(Y)+
_K \&M, &;(Y)4H 2 , deg H+
&(;(Y))+deg M
2
, c(Y)+
+. \deg H+&(;(Y))+deg M2 , &c(Y)+
_K \&M, &;(Y)4H 2 , deg H+
&(;(Y))+deg M
2
, &c(Y)+= ,
where c(Y) # Fq* is such that c(Y)2 sgn(M)=sgn(;(Y)).
Let Y # Yi , i=1, 2. According to Propositions III.1III.5 and IV.7, one
has
|C(H, M, Y)||A1 } } } A4 | 12 2|(H ) |H | 52 |(H, M)| 12. (14)
According to Proposition II.2, if Y # Y2 , c=\c(Y), then,
}K \&M, &;(Y)4H 2 , deg H+
&(;(Y))+deg M
2
, c+}
=q&(3 deg M+&(;(Y )))4 |H |&12
q(a4&1)4 |M| &34 |H |&12 ;
if Y # Y1 , c # Fq*, then
}K \&M, &;(Y)4H 2 , 1+deg M, c+}=q&1&deg Mq(a4&1)4 |M|&34 |H |&12.
By (VI.6), if Y # Y1 , 1+deg Mw(Y)+deg H, and if c # Fq*, then,
|.(1+deg M, c)|q2 deg H+2w( Y )+4.
If Y # Y2 , (&(;(Y))+degM)2w(Y), moreover, if there exists i # [1, ..., 4]
such that (&(;(Y))+deg M)2+deg H2mi+ai+2, then (&(;(Y))+
deg M)2+degHdeg M+2, and for j # [1, ..., 4], 2mj+aj+1deg M+2
w(Y) + deg H  mj + aj & deg Yi + deg H  2mj + aj & deg Yj , so for
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j # [1, ..., 4], Yj=0, and this is not possible. Whence, by (VI.6), if Y # Y2 ,
for any c # Fq*,
}. \&(;(Y))+deg M2 +deg H, c+}q2 deg H+2w( Y )+4.
With (13), we get
|R&(M)|*(Y1 _ Y2) q194 |A1 } } } A4 | 12 |A4 | 54 |M| 14
_ :
deg Hm
H # M
2|(H) |(H, M)| 12.
Let $>0. With (V.14), we get
|R&(M)|;2 |M| 14 :
deg Hm
H # M
|H | $ |(H, M)| 12, (14)
with
;2=3q194c1($) *Y |A1 } } } A4 |12 |A4 | 54. (15)
Computations similar to those that have been used for the proof of
Proposition V.7 give
:
deg Hm
H # M
|H |$ (H, M)| 12q(1+m)(1+$) :
deg 2m
2 # M
2 | M
|2&12q(1+m)(1+$) D(M).
Then, with (14), (15), and (V.15), we get
|R&(M)|;3($) |M| 12+$, (16)
with
;3=;3($)=3q254+$2c1($) c1($2) *Y |A1 } } } A4 | 12 |A4 | 34&$2.
The announced result follows from (12) and (16).
Corollary VIII.2. If A1 , ..., A4 are pairwise coprime, then
R(M)>>
|M|
log(deg M)
, (VIII.2)
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the constant implied by the symbol >> only depending on q, A1 , ..., A4 . The
same result remains true if A3=A4=1, A1=A2=D, where D is a square-
free polynomial, for M coprime to D or being such that &1 is a square
modulo every irreducible polynomial P dividing (D, M).
Proof. Similar to the proof of Corollary VII.4. However, the singular
series S4(M) is not bounded by a constant which does not depend on M,
but by (V.13), if A1 , ..., A4 are pairwise coprime,
4
,(B) ,(M)
|B| |M
S4(M)4
|B| |M|
,(B) ,(M)
,
where B=A1_ } } } _A4 .
By a proof which follows that of Theorem 5.1 in Chapter I of [15], we
can prove that there exists a constant c8=c8(q), only depending on q, such
that for any polynomial M, such that deg M>1, one has
,(M)
|M|
c8(log(deg M))&1.
If A3=A4=1, A1=A2=D, where D is square-free, we use (V.19) and
(V.20) in the same manner.
This corollary gives Theorem 2 and Theorem 3.
Remarks. By Serre’s theorem, cf. Section 1.2 of [10], we know that if
q>3, resp. if q=3, every polynomial M # Fq[T], resp. every polynomial
M # Fq[T] of degree 4, admits a strict representation as a sum
M=M21+M
2
2+M
2
3 .
By the circle method, one gets an estimate for the number of these
representations, cf. [4]. From these estimates one may deduce that, for
q53, every polynomial M # Fq[T] of degree large enough admits a strict
representation as a sum of 3 squares. These estimates are possible, for, in the
case of sums of squares, we have no ‘‘minor arc.’’ If we use Kloosterman’s
method to estimate the number of strict representations of M as sums,
M=A1M21+A2M
2
2+A3M
2
3 , (*)
where A1 , A2 , A3 are pairwise copime polynomials, we obtain a ‘‘main
term’’ and an ‘‘error term’’ which have the same order, and the method
fails. In our computations, integrals K(&M, &;(Y)4H2, j, c) or sums
1 (H, D, A, B) occur their absolute values. The exact value of
K(&M, &;(Y)4H2, j, c) is known. It is possible to prove that the sums
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1 (H, D, A, B) occurring in our ‘‘error term’’ are often equal to 0 and to
improve the bound (IV.11) for the non-zero 1 (H, D, A, B). Unfortunately,
after this improvement, the bound remains too big to be of any use in the
case s=3. A better knowledge of the distribution of the sums
:
deg P=k
P # I
:
G # C*P
\GP+ E \
GA+G$B
P +
seems necessary to get better results in the case s=3. At this time, I do not
have any information about these sums, except for the one deduced from
Weil’s theorem which is not sufficient to deal with the case s=3.
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